we like X7 ...

we like new

technology
The stylish appearance of the X7 is combined with absolute quality in
technique. This reﬂects in a compact, yet very comfortable tanning
area and great tanning results!

z The standard BPS ﬁlter glass for SLi gives a perfect balance of UVA
and UVB up to the optimum allowed by the EU norm of the 0,3 W/m2
and UV-type III. For extra stimulation of blood circulation, BPS also
transmits some infrared. This will enhace the tanning effect, as well as
the instant visual effect in the mirror.

Choose from a range of optional tanning features that clearly
standfor high performance tanning.

z A choice of different versions from 38 or 42 tubes.
z SLi face tanner with halogen lamps placed behind a ﬁlter.
Available in 400 W, switchable
z SPr “spaghetti” tubes strategically placed between the tubes for extra face
and décolleté tanning at comfortable temperature. An optimal mix of UVA and
UVB within the EU norm, switchable.
z HPS ﬁlters for SLi transmit a strong and powerful combination of UVA, UVB and infrared.
This highly effective combination will give an instant visual tanning effect in the mirror.

X7

Smart cooling
With Smart cooling, the tanning session
starts very quietly as the cooling system
reacts intelligently to the temperature of
the sunbed. Tubes reach optimal
operation temperature faster providing
best tanning results and tube efﬁciency.

X7 SLi

AirCo
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With optional IP Control the UV-output of the tubes is kept consistently optimal at the EU recommended level. This way, energy output of the tubes can be reduced by 25%, and more over increases the
lifespan of the tubes up to 1500 hours. If national regulations authorize, the tubes can be programmed on a higher level of output as well, of 0,3 Watt/per m2 and for UV-type III.

ambience

Ambient FlowLight underlines the stylish

we like

outline of the X7 . It’s used in numerous

Centre line and Eyeliners

decorative elements and gives the sophisti-

z 15 ﬂow programmes

cated sunbed an irresistible appeal. It allows

z 30 constant colour schemes to change as

to choose 15 ﬂow programs for beautiful
colour effects or choose one out of a
selection of 30 constant colours.
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we like aroma
With Xsens III, three different fragrances can be put
at the sunbather’s disposal. The client chooses a
scent at the start of the session and can switch
while tanning.

Different delightful scents:
z
Ocean
z
Blossom
z
Sandelwood

we like it cool
Qsens sprays a gentle mist to cool the tanner. This
natural refreshment comes at intervals during the
session and can be switched on or off by a simple
touch on the display.

SENS
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we like details
Discover the unique full colour display. It’s eye-catching and makes
you want to navigate through its options at once.
z Smooth, stylish design with truly intuitive handling
z Smart Touch menu with easily understandable icons
z Different tuneable features to choose from
z Within easy reach on the inside of the canopy
z Well-protected by acrylic sheet
z Very bright – display can be read easily, also with protective sunglasses on

we like

entertainment
The high-quality sound system makes every tanning session in the
Luxura X7 a sensory delight for the ears. The Luxura offers a selection
of four music channels that can be played through the four integrated
loudspeakers and a subwoofer to bring the music to life. Listen to your
own playlist, a selected radio station or relaxed Luxura background
music – SoundAround Plus makes it all possible! In addition to four
external channels, there are also two preprogrammed SD cards with
relaxing and energising music. All the preprogrammed music is copyright free. As studio owner you can also put your own
selection of music on the SD card. The user also has the option of
easily plugging in their own MP3 player or smartphone. With the
SmartVoice feature a friendly voice guides the sunbathing guest
through the sunbed‘s various options and functions. My MP3 and
SmartVoice are included in SoundAround Plus.

Moreover, as part of SoundAround Plus the Luxura Bluetooth system
offers the possibility to stream music from a smartphone or tablet

SENS

via a wireless connection. The owner can even assign the booth or
sunbed a number and access code. The tanning patron can receive and

PLUS

answer incoming calls as usual while streaming. After the session the
Bluetooth connection is ended automatically.
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Air exhaust
Luxura X7 comes standard with two air exhaust pipes. As an
option it’s possible to combine the two exhaust pipes into one
by using the air exhaust T-joint. With the optional air exhaust
jacketing, the pipes can be elegantly hidden from public view.

we like
good service
Thanks to innovative technical solution details, any employee
can carry out the necessary cleaning tasks and the easy
maintenance:
z
Both acrylic sheets from the bench and canopy can be
opened literally single-handedly which makes cleaning the
acrylic sheets and tubes very easy as well as changing tubes
z
 The liftable bench front gives the operator easy access to all
parts that need to be reached for easy maintenance
z
Easy changing of Xsens cartridges and Qsens jerrycan
z
Easy emptying of airco reservoir
z
 Easy replacement of dust ﬁlters

